HIPDICT – HOME, FOOD AND MORE ...

STUDENT

https://www.instagram.com/hipdict/

Match words and definitions
BALANCED DIET / BEDGASM / CALORIES / FEET / FLASHLIGHT / FOOD / HOME / ICE
COFFEE / IKEA / MICROWAVE / NAP ROULETTE / QUARANTINE / SHAMPOO BOTTLE /
SOY MILK / VEGETARIAN / WAKE UP

1. One cheeseburger in each hand
2. A feeling of euphoria experienced when climbing into bed at the end of a very long day
3. Tiny creatures that live in your closet and sew your clothes a little bit tighter every night
4. A device used for finding Legos in the dark
5. A container for dead batteries
6. The only reason I leave my bedroom
7. Where I can be ugly in peace
8. Drinks that make you pee every hour for the next 10 hours
9. A giant maze with furniture in it
10. Only heats the container but not your food
11. Taking a a nap without setting an alarm. You don't know if you'll wake up in 30 minutes or 8
hours, but it's worth the risk
12. There is no longer AM and PM. There is just “coffee time” and “wine time”
13. Something you read when you go to the bathroom without your phone
14. Milk but introducing itself in Spanish
15. A bad hunter. Someone who survives by consuming not food, but the stuff that food eats
16. Five stages of denial, anger, bargaining, depression, acceptance

HIPDICT – HOME, FOOD AND MORE ...

TEACHER

https://www.instagram.com/hipdict/

Words and definitions
BALANCED DIET (n.) One cheeseburger in each hand
BEDGASM (n.) A feeling of euphoria experienced when climbing into bed at the end of a very long
day
CALORIES (n.) Tiny creatures that live in your closet and sew your clothes a little bit tighter every
night
FEET (n.) A device used for finding Legos in the dark
FLASHLIGHT (n.) A container for dead batteries
FOOD (n.) The only reason I leave my bedroom
HOME (n.) Where I can be ugly in peace
ICE COFFEE (n.) Drinks that make you pee every hour for the next 10 hours
IKEA (n.) A giant maze with furniture in it
MICROWAVE (n.) Only heats the container but not your food
NAP ROULETTE (n.) Taking a a nap without setting an alarm. You don't know if you'll wake up in
30 minutes or 8 hours, but it's worth the risk
QUARANTINE (n.) There is no longer AM and PM. There is just “coffee time” and “wine time”
SHAMPOO BOTTLE (n.) Something you read when you go to the bathroom without your phone
SOY MILK (n.) Milk but introducing itself in Spanish
VEGETARIAN (n.) A bad hunter. Someone who survives by consuming not food, but the stuff that
food eats
WAKE UP (n.) Five stages of denial, anger, bargaining, depression, acceptance

